
Cavell Leitch Guide to Deadline Sales 
A deadline sale is a method of selling a property where the vendor and their agent set a date by 
which any interested purchasers must submit their offer to purchase the property. It is 
important to contact your property lawyer early on in the process so that they can help you 
make an offer.

Here's what you need to know to get yourself ready:
               

Information pack: the vendor will usually provide an information pack in relation 
to the property for sale which may contain documents such as: the title, LIM, 
EQC documentation, and sometimes a building report.

Reviewing documents: after reviewing the information and agreement provided 
by the vendor, with your lawyer, purchasers should consider whether to make an 
unconditional or conditional offer for the property.   

Unconditional offer: whether you are in the position to make an unconditional 
offer will often depend on matters such as: whether bank �nance is required to 
purchase, whether kiwisaver or homestart grants are being used, whether 
insurance has been arranged, whether a building inspection has been 
completed and/or provided prior to the offer deadline, and what other 
information is provided or is missing from the property information pack. 

The offer: making an unconditional offer usually requires more work (and cost) 
for a purchaser up front.  Purchasers will need to engage their property lawyer to 
review and advise on the legal aspects of the property (title and LIM), engage a 
building inspector or engineer to obtain building inspection reports, arrange 
unconditional �nance and insurance approvals, and complete all other due 
diligence on a property before knowing whether the price you are offering is 
acceptable to the vendor and getting a contract in place.  

Please get in touch with Cavell Leitch’s property experts today if you have any 
questions.

Disclaimer: This is general information only, current at the time of production. Any advice in it has been prepared without taking into 
account your personal circumstances. You should seek professional advice before acting on any material.




